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AIRA Discovery Session

All phone lines
are muted

This meeting is being recorded 
and will be posted on the 

AIRA repository



AIRA Discovery Session
• How do I ask a 

question?
• There will be time allotted 

for Q&A following each of 
the updates, to unmute your 
line press *6

• Via WebEx:

Select the chat icon next to the host 
and type question into the chat box.

Select the hand icon next to your 
name and you will be called on.



Today’s Topics

• Data at Rest Overview
• Initial pilot with Michigan’s 
• Utah’s experience

Press *6 to unmute your line



Today’s Speakers

• Eric Larson, AIRA
• Josh Hull, Michigan
• Jon Reid, Utah
• Tom Romney, Utah

Press *6 to unmute your line



Project Overview
Data at Rest is the measurement 
of data residing in the IIS 
database regardless of how it 
arrived there.
This content area puts into 
practice data quality indicators 
found in the May 2018 IIS Data 
Quality Practices document.
For the pilots, AIRA is measuring:
• 24 Completeness Indicators
• 18 Validity Indicators
• 2 Timeliness Indicators



Example Data Quality Indicators

Completeness Indicators
• The percent of records containing a first name
• The percent of records containing a gender
Validity Indicators
• Lot numbers that violate lot number patterns
• More vaccines than expected for patient age
Timeliness Indicators
• Percent of patient records created in less than X days
• Percent of vaccination records created in less than X days



The 30,000 Foot View
Data at Rest in Four Steps

Extract
•IIS staff will extract a pre-
defined cohort of patients 
from their production 
database into a flat file.  

Transform
•IIS staff will run an AIRA-
provided tool on their 
extracted data. This tool will 
assess for data quality 
indicators. The output of this 
tooling will be a set of 
aggregate detections void of 
identifiable patient data.

Load
•The aggregate file generated 
during the Transform step will 
be uploaded to AIRA for 
analysis.

Analyze
•AIRA will analyze and produce 
individualized reports for the 
IIS to review and use to 
improve their data quality.



IIS-Wide Report
The example to the right is 
highlighting a potential data 
entry problem for this IIS 
where data is heavily skewed to 
the 1st and last day of the 
month. 

This may or may not indicate 
an actual data quality problem, 
but it is statistically unlikely that 
13.2% of all records (7.3% on 1st

and 5.9% on last) were 
administered on two days of 
the month.



Provider 
Breakdown 
Report
Taking the previous 
example a bit further, we 
can look at the same data 
quality detection by 
provider. 
As can be seen on the 
right, three providers are 
contributing to the high 
rate of 1st day of the 
month vaccination dates.
This report can now be 
used to reach out to 
specific providers to 
improve the quality of 
their data.



DAR Pilots

• Pilot #1
• Michigan (two times)

• Pilot #2
• Alaska
• California
• Colorado
• Indiana
• Oregon
• Vermont
• Utah
• Washington



Forward Progress!
DAR Pilots: 9 IIS

Extract
• IIS staff will pull a pre-defined 
cohort of patients from their 
production database into a flat 
file.  

Transform
• IIS staff will run an AIRA-
provided tool on their extracted 
data. This tool will assess for 
data quality indicators. The 
output of this tooling will be a 
set of aggregate detections void 
of identifiable patient data.

Load
• The aggregate file generated 
during the Transform step will 
be uploaded to AIRA for 
analysis.

Analyze
• AIRA will analyze and produce 
individualized reports for the IIS 
to review and use to improve 
their data quality.

1 IIS 1 IIS 0 IIS 7 IIS



Pilot Checklist

One-stop reference 
guide for

• Key activities within 
each step

• Links to key artifacts



Future Directions

Testing and Discovery Define Measures Begin Assessment

2020 2021



MICHIGAN + DAR
Experiences being an early pilot



Everyone keeps asking!

■ 1 Hour Initial read through documentation

■ 1 Day Brainstorming and experimenting with query possibilities
– * This includes coming up with a repeatable strategy

■ 2 Days Running Queries, validating output, running the tool, tweaking, and 
repeating

■ 1 - 2 hours Every few weeks running the query and DAR tool to debug, work out 
issues in the DAR side of things, and do pilot-y things. 

Estimated total:  ~30 Hours



Pilots should reduce the effort for 
future users
■ Discovery

■ Debugging

■ Tooling

■ Documentation



What is it that we’re being asked to do?

■ 95% of effort  = “Extract” masked data from your database into a text file

■ 5% of effort  = Run the DAR tool



Extract the Data?



What is an extract, and how do you get 
one? 
What is it? 
■ A text file 
■ Contains data from your data source
■ Data separated and masked in a way that can be understood by another program, or 

person. 

How do you get it? 
■ Run a SQL statement, save the results into a file.
■ A myriad of more difficult and complicated options. 



All of the data? No, just a Cohort

A subset of the whole, chosen for a specific 
characteristic relevant to the study



What are Masks?

Extract definition says things like: 
– Patient Name – First 

■ Populate with either [[VALUE_PRESENT]] or [[VALUE_NOT_PRESENT]]

– Mother’s Name – Middle
■ Default this field to [[EXCLUDED]] for all records.

– Record Creation Date
■ Populate with actual value (no time component) from DB.

Patient Name – First : John
Output to Extract       : VALUE_PRESENT



Extract Files

Patient Extract: 

12345678900 [[VALUE_PRESENT]] [[VALUE_PRESENT]] [[VALUE_PRESENT]] 
[[VALUE_PRESENT]] [[VALUE_PRESENT]] [[VALUE_NOT_PRESENT]] [[VALUE_PRESENT]] 
2016-01-01 [[VALUE_PRESENT]] [[VALUE_PRESENT]] [[VALUE_PRESENT]] 
[[VALUE_PRESENT]] [[VALUE_PRESENT]] [[VALUE_PRESENT]] [[VALUE_NOT_PRESENT]] 
[[VALUE_NOT_PRESENT]] [[VALUE_PRESENT]] [[VALUE_NOT_PRESENT]] [[EXCLUDED]] 
[[EXCLUDED]] [[EXCLUDED]] [[EXCLUDED]] [[EXCLUDED]] [[EXCLUDED]] [[EXCLUDED]] 
[[EXCLUDED]] [[EXCLUDED]] [[EXCLUDED]] [[EXCLUDED]] [[EXCLUDED]] 2016-01-06
[[EXCLUDED]] 



Extract Files 

Vaccination Extract: 

12345678900 186081818 50012491919 [[EXCLUDED]] [[EXCLUDED]] 
[[VALUE_NOT_PRESENT]] [[VALUE_NOT_PRESENT]] 45 [[NOT_COLLECTED]] 2016-01-03 UNK
01 [[VALUE_NOT_PRESENT]] [[EXCLUDED]] V00 [[EXCLUDED]] [[EXCLUDED]] [[EXCLUDED]] 
2016-01-06 [[EXCLUDED]] 





The DAR tool

Process the Extract
■ You tell the tool where the extract files are

■ The tool starts counting things in the extract

■ It creates a file of what it counted

What then? 
■ You share the file of what was counted with AIRA. 

■ Do what you want to with the extract file (Delete, archive, etc)



The tool counts things



The tool counts things



The tool counts things



The DAR tool
THE SCARY PART – What are we sharing?

■ The counts, encrypted



Everyone Also Asks

How Big is the Extract?
■ Cohort: Patients in MCIR birthdates between 1/1/2016 and 12/31/2017

– (2 years of birth dates)
■ Vaccination File: 

– 1.02 GB
– 4,338,846 Vaccination Records

■ Patient File: 
– 121 MB
– 228,431



Everyone Also Asks

How long does it take to Run DAR tooling on that HUGE file?

4 h 33 m 48 s

*we talked about how to speed it up after this run last NOV



Everyone Also Asks

Any Lessons Learned?

“Yesterday I processed our 250MB patient file, and 1GB vaccine file but… it took 4+ hours. 
But I had errors in the extract”

Lesson #1 - Always verify that your format is correct by running a small file against the tool 
BEFORE you extract the whole thing

(aka – extract a small subset first and run through the process)



Everyone Also Asks

Any Lessons Learned?

Verify that you’ve mapped, and masked properly. 

I noticed some errors even reviewing it for this presentation. 



How did we feel about the process, and 
the output? 
■ It was a fun challenge
■ It didn’t suck up a ton of time
■ It was fun to collaborate with AIRA
■ We feel prepared for using the tool when its in its final form
■ We are really excited about the reporting, and potential for 

helping us identify areas for improvement



Did we accomplish anything for future 
DAR participants?
■ We debugged a lot of things
■ We identified some areas that needed to be improved

– Reporting
– Speed
– Clarity of Documentation

■ We made files available of my final versions of queries, and functions: 
– Dar Filter Function (SQL)
– Extract Query – Patient, and Vaccination (SQL)

*These were made available for the second pilot. I hope we hear if it was useful!
*I’d love to share more thoughts on the technical details of the extract making



HEALTHIEST PEOPLE  |  OPTIMIZE MEDICAID  |  A GREAT ORGANIZATION

Data at Rest (DAR)
June 2020

Tom Romney
Business Analyst

Jon Reid
USIIS Program Manager

immunize.utah.gov/usiis



Overall Data Stats
Utah Statewide Immunization Information System (USIIS)
 Authorized by R386-800 (Immunization Coordination Rule)

 Allows system to coordinate immunizations among healthcare providers 
to assure adequate immunizations and to avoid unnecessary 
immunizations.

 Op-out system
 Contains all ages
 Voluntary participations by providers

 VFC immunizations must be reported
 Pharmacies required by DOPL Vaccine Administration Protocol

 Total Identities: 5,176,289
 Total Vaccine records (2000-2020): 49,942,692 
 Providers: 3163

HEALTHIEST PEOPLE  |  OPTIMIZE MEDICAID  |  A GREAT ORGANIZATION



Utah DAR Timeline

 2-18-2020 – DAR Kick-off call
 2-21-2020 – First draft of export SQL
 2-24-2020 – Updated instructions from DAR Pilot Data Extract 101 call

 Ran through 4 versions of the export script before final version
 3-23-2020 – Test full export ran

 Installed NIST tool to production Linux server
 3-26-2020 – Send final export to AIRA

 Total time spent on creating data export script and installing the tool was 
16-18 hours with 4 hours spent in meetings/calls

HEALTHIEST PEOPLE  |  OPTIMIZE MEDICAID  |  A GREAT ORGANIZATION



Takeaways

HEALTHIEST PEOPLE  |  OPTIMIZE MEDICAID  |  A GREAT ORGANIZATION

 Business staff have full access to our production database
 We can run script and data extracts as needed

 We do not require partner agreements for non-identifiable aggregate data
 Limited access to production servers

 Able to extract and run applications
 We have imbedded IT staff in our IIS team

 When needed our IT staff can review, install, develop custom solutions

 Tom is very familiar with data in database, experience with exporting data 
and files

 Ran several small test exports and updated script as needed
 Contacted AIRA when we had questions



Questions

HEALTHIEST PEOPLE  |  OPTIMIZE MEDICAID  |  A GREAT ORGANIZATION

Tom Romney
Business Analyst
Jon Reid
USIIS Program Manager

immunize.utah.gov/usiis



Questions, Comments, Discussion?

?



Questions, Comments, Discussion?
• How do I ask a 

question?
• To unmute your line press 

*6
• Via WebEx:

Select the chat icon next to the host 
and type question into the chat box.

Select the hand icon next to your 
name and you will be called on.



Thank you to our presenters, 
and thanks to all of you for 

joining us! 
A brief evaluation survey will be sent out 

following this webinar

The next Discovery Session will be 
July 27th at 4pm ET
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